
Jonn� Bea� Coffe� Men�
418 13 St N, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, T1H 2S2

+14039425504 - https://www.jonnybean.com/

A comprehensive menu of Jonny Bean Coffee from Lethbridge covering all 18 dishes and drinks can be found
here on the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Jonny Bean Coffee:
it is a very open and naturally illuminated caffe that contrasts some of the smaller and sometimes unstained

spots in the city, making it ideal to do a bit of work on my laptop, meet friends or take a coffee and a quick bite.
they offer a lot of non-dairy types of milk and a few vegan foods (clearly listed on the menu). the staff is friendly

and helpful when they have asked. in contrast to the rest of the city, the c... read more. The premises in the
restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, and

there is free WLAN. What User doesn't like about Jonny Bean Coffee:
Lacking customer service abilities and skills. Gentleman who answered the phone was not interested in helping a

new customer. Wanted to confirm if they were open (it was a holiday). Gentleman was snarky and said “as per
Google”. Asked if they offered gluten free options (allergy) and the gentleman said “we have a couple”. Hardly

the consideration or reassurance required for family with allergies. Customer service cou... read more. The large
selection of coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to Jonny Bean Coffee even more worthwhile, Furthermore,
you can get sweet treats, cake, simple snacks and chilled refreshments and hot drinks here. With fresh seafood,
meat, as well as corn and rice, here they also South American cook, Also, there are fresh and snacks available,

complemented by an array of cold and hot beverages.
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Snack�
BROWNIES

Süße�
MUFFINS

Desser�
COOKIES

Frenc�
CROISSANT

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

GLUTEN FREE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

SANDWICH

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

CARAMEL LATTE

COFFEE

Ingredient� Use�
RASPBERRY

BEANS

CARAMEL

VEGETABLES

MILK
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 08:30-16:30
Wednesday 08:30-16:30
Thursday 08:30-16:30
Friday 08:30-16:30
Saturday 09:00-16:00
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